To assist in the design and understanding of future global networks, this paper describes the practical and simulation experiences gained from a TCPLP on ATM network over a high speed satellite link and presents performance comparison studies of such networks with the same hosthrafic conjgurations over local area (LAN) 
1: Introduction
Communication satellites, with their broadcast characteristics, provide an effective and useful platform for establishing links between areas that are inaccessible by terrestrial communication facilities. Advanced satellite systems will compete with terrestrial fiber optic networks in terms of high transfer rates and very low bit error rates (BER), and will become significant players in the Global Information Infrastructure (GII) in the future. Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) cell switching technology offers the flexibility to deliver advanced integrated broadband services at high transfer rates. The combination of ATM and satellite technologies, using the Transmission Control ProtocoVInternet Protocol (TCP/IP) to form an internetwork architecture, has the potential to provide seamless networking. This paper presents results from experiments conducted as a part of the ACTS ATM Internetworking (AAI) project. The AAI testbed provides wide area ATM connectivity to several DoD High Performance Centers, and the MAGIC and ATDnet testbeds. Our experiments focus on performance measurements on and OC-12 ATM using standard TCPIIP hosts over LAN, WAN, and ACTS high data rate (HDR) channels. These experiments show that the performance of "This research is partially supported by DARPA under prime contract DABT63-94-C-0068, TCP/IP on ATM networks over NASA's ACTS, with its special characteristics and low BER, are comparable with similar architectures on terrestrial fiber networks. Also, simulations modeling these experiments were constructed using the BONeS DESIGNER software [20] . Performance predictions based on these models were validated by the experiments and thus showed that these are appropriate tools to gain additional understanding of network behavior.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides background on TCP, TCP/ATM, and ACTS; Section 3 presents the experimental scenarios; Section 4 presents the experimental results; Section 5 analyzes the results and discusses TCP pitfalls; Section 6 presents the simulation results: Section 7 states the conclusions of our work.
2: Background Information

2.1: Transmission Control Protocol
TCP is the reliable, connection-oriented, end-to-end error, flow and congestion control protocol in the transport layer of the Internet suite. It was designed to work independently of lower layer implementations for data transport, such as ATM. Its basic implementation [18] is unsuitable for high speed and high delay networks, and therefore modifications and additions were added to enhance the performance of the protocol over such networks [ I l , 15, 191 . This is one of the reasons for the variety of TCP versions available today. TCP Reno was used in the hosts under test in our experiments. The major characteristics of these transport protocols are slow start, congestion avoidance, fast retransmit, fast recovery, and support for large windows. More details on these TCP extensions can be found in [5, 11, 191. 
2.2: TCP/IP on ATM networks
ATM is a scalable cell switching and multiplexing technology that was chosen by ITU-T to be the transport technology for the Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN). Studies [I, 3, 71 have shown that TCP (with the enhancements discussed in the section above) can achieve maximum performance over ATM.
In our implementations, ATM is transported by Synchronous Optical Network (SONET) protocols [21] , permitting irregular ATM cell arrivals and transporting them via its Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE). We are also using AAL 5 (ATM Adaptation Layer 5) in our network architec- over ATM over ACTS networ '"8, for SONET OC-3c and OC-12c rates. NOTE: All links are assumed to be OC-3c for scenario 1 and OC-12c for scenario 2, unless otherwise n ted.
ture, which offers unreli ble data transfer services with error ATM transported over ONET systems is rapidly emerging detection.
2.3: ACTS
as the transport mechanism for future high speed networks [3] . Broadband commu ication satellite systems provide an effective platform for orld wide communications. Thus, ATWSONET over sate1 ite channels is the next step towards the implementation of h gh speed global networks [3] .
NASA's ACTS is a atellite system providing SONET STS-3 (155.52 Mbps) nd SONET STS-12 (622.08 Mbps) point-to-point and poin -to-multipoint services, with possible direct support of S S-1 (51. KU transmit to an OC-12c workstation at KU via an ACTS OC-3 link in loop-back mode. The transmitting stations are injecting data into the link at a faster rate than the link can handle, and therefore congestion is present. The purpose of this experimental scenario is to note the maximum throughput that we can obtain on a SONET OC-3 satellite link under congestion conditions. All the stations are configured as in scenario 1. Figure 3 , where performance measurements are taken from the KU ATM LAN and the AAI WAN, for performance comparisons between LANs, WANs, and the satellite system of scenario 1. This test was carried out under conditions of no congestion. All the hosts are configured as in scenario 1. Figure 4 , where performance measurements are taken from the KU ATM LAN and the AAI WAN, for performance comparisons under congestion conditions with the LAN, WAN, and the satellite system of scenario 3. Congestion is present in this case since all three workstations shown in the diagram transmit at a faster rate than the OC-3c link can handle. All the workstations are configured as in scenario 1.
Scenario 4 is illustrated in
Scenario 5 is illustrated in
3.3: Performance of TCPAP over ATWSONET over ACTS
The physical layer of our implementations is based on 155. The ACTS network, from the end-user point of view, provides the functions of terrestrial SONET-based fiber networks. Therefore, the throughput for standard SONET OC3c and SONET OC-12c should be achievable over the satellite network.
4: Experimental Results
All the experimental scenarios were carried out with the default MTU size for Classical IP over ATM networks, which is 9180 tant parameter that had to be calculated for the experiments was the upper limit of the TCP window or equivalently the send and receive socket buffer sizes. This parameter was passed to the operating system kernel via the setsockopt system level function by the application level network performance tools (Netspec, ttcp) that were used to test the network capacity. Netspec and ttcp were the performance evaluation tools used throughout the experiments. More details on these tools can be found in [5, 121. 
4.1: Results from scenario 1
In this scenario, as shown in Figure 1 , an OC-3 satellite link was established between the TIOC (Technology Integration and Operations Center) and GSFC. The BER of the satellite links was measured to be in the range of at the TIOC and at GSFC throughout the experiments, which is close to the specifications of terrestrial fiber networks. The round trip time (RTT), that is the path latency between the two hosts, was measured by the program ping to be 534 ms on average. For comparison, let us note here that the average RTT in the local ATM network, shown in Figure 3 , is only 0.1 ms, while the average RTT in the AAI WAN, shown in the same figure, is 39 ms. The satellite round trip latency is the sum of the propagation delay over the satellite link, the transmission delay of ATM cells, the ATM segmentation and reassemble ( S A R ) delay, the processing delay within the TCP/IP stack, and the propagation delay through the terrestrial fiber networks used to connect the hosts under test with the ground stations. Of these factors, the satellite propagation time is by far the dominant.
The send and receive buffer sizes to fully utilize the OC-3 ATM link for optimal performance, were calculated at 9 MB. In our experiments we used a transmit and receive window size of 10 MB. We obtained high throughput results, averaged in ten trials to 109.717 Mbps with a standard deviation ( a ) of 5.544 Mbps.
4.2: Results from scenario 2
In this experimental scenario, as shown in Figure 1 , an OC-12 satellite link was established between the TIOC and GSFC. In this case, the minimum window size required for maximum throughput is about 34 MB.
Unfortunately, due to technical problems in the OC-12 digital terminal at the GSFC ground station at the time of the experiment, we managed to run only two successful tests with a 10 MB window size in the sender and receiver hosts. The theoretical throughput that we should obtain with the 10 MB window size on an OC-12 link is 157.088 Mbps. Due to a relatively high BER (lo-' at TIOC and lo-' at GSFC) reported on the satellite links, we observed 121.835 Mbps and 127.870 Mbps instead.
4.3: Results from scenario 3
When different OC-3c traffic sources are competing for the switches to handle, resulting in cell overflow. As a result of this, cells will be dropped and TCP retransmissions will occur. A TCP packet includes about 192 ATM cells. One cell loss will result in the loss of the rest of the cells in that packet. Under these conditions, the goodput will be dramatically decreased.
In the case shown in Figure 2 , the satellite network was tested under congestion conditions. Three OC-3c sources were transmitting over an OC-3 satellite link. This will result in congestion and the throughput will be decreased. Netspec with constant rate traffic was used to gradually increase same OC-3c link, the offered traffic is too high for the 
5:
The results obtained from the experiments are less than expected, for all three environments. This is due to the protocol implementations under different operating system kernels in the transmitting and receiving hosts, as well as due to the congestion algorithms implemented in the TCP protocol.
The slow-start and congestion avoidance algorithms in the TCP protocol have a negative effect on throughput, especially for high delay networks. It is well known that maximum throughput will be achieved if the send and receive window sizes are set correctly. This is of course true in cases where the increase in the window size takes effect instantaneously and not gradually, as in the case of TCP with slow start and congestion avoidance mechanisms [3] . According to equation (1)l, and under no congestion or segment losses, with a window size of 10 MB as used in our satellite experiments (thus, about 1148 MSSs of 9140 bytes in one window) and aRTT of 534 ms, it takes 9.813 seconds (18.377~ RTT) to fill the pipe, that is,
where RTT is the round trip time between the two hosts, and W is the number of segments in the receiver window size.
In our experiments, we were transmitting an average of 1 GB (about 102 x Window-Size) of data per trial. Therefore, one window of data was transferred in 9.813 seconds, and after that, each remaining window of data was transferred in one RTT (534 ms); so in our case we transferred reduction in throughput, compared with an instantaneous transmission, caused by the TCP slow-start mechanism in our set of satellite experiments even when no congestion or segment losses were present. When there is a segment loss, TCP assumes that is caused by congestion [6, 18, 191 , and therefore the transmitter has to reduce the rate of injecting data into the network. In the congestion avoidance phase, the CWND halves in response to a loss, and recovers by increasing linearly (approximately one segment per RTT) until it reaches its original value. In the satellite experiments we ran using a 10
Analysis of results and TCP pitfalls
Valid for TCP systems with delayed acknowledgments.
I
MB window size and default MTU sizes (9180 bytes), assuming that the TCP sender managed to reach the receiver's window (10MB) without losses, it will then take 571.5 segments(5 MB) x RTT = 305.2 seconds to fill the pipe using this algorithm. In the fast recovery phase, the CWND halves (plus 3 segments due to the three duplicated ACKS received) and congestion avoidance follows. Thus, for our satellite experiments it will take (571.5-3) segments x RTT = 303.5 seconds to fill the pipe. If the segment loss occurs early in slow start, then it will take hours to fully recover using this algorithm.
TCP Reno with fast retransmit and fast recovery improves performance over the basic TCP implementation, but it exhibits another pitfall. Studies [ l , 81 have shown that when more than one loss occurs within one window, fast retransmit and fast recovery will be triggered several times in one RTT, resulting in reduction of the CWND several times and then linear growth. This leads to throughput reduction.
Due to these attributes of TCP, the satellite links must have a very low BER and no losses due to congestion, otherwise the throughput will drop dramatically. In the OC-3 experiments, the satellite links exhibited very low BER, comparable with those in fiber-optic terrestrial networks, therefore lost segments and retransmissions were limited, and throughput was comparable to that obtained over LANs and WANs. In the OC-12 experiments, the BER in the satellite links was relatively high, resulting in a degradation in throughput which can be justified using the same logic as above. Even if we have only one segment loss per window which is detected by fast retransmit, it will take 303.5 seconds (assuming that the sender has already reached the receiver's window) for the TCP end host to utilize the available bandwidth in the satellite environment. Using the same logic, in the AAI WAN this time is reduced to 22.18 seconds and for the local ATM network to 0.057 seconds.
The experiments conducted under congestion conditions show that the common TCP congestion algorithms are not efficient for TCP over WANs and satellites, and result in throughput degradation in common cases. TCP end traffic sources competing for the same link will cause throughput to drop because of switch buffer overflows and cell losses. Traffic control is essential under these circumstances to prevent losses. Increasing the offered load above a certain level will cause the throughput to drop sharply. In the satellite environment, throughput drops faster than in the LAN or the WAN environments. This is because of the TCP mechanism, where bandwidth is wasted due to the long time needed to reach the receiver advertised window size after a segment loss occurs. For the same reason, when no traffic shaping is present, and all sources inject data in the network simultaneously as fast as they can, the aggregated throughput obtained over ACTS is lower than that obtained over the WAN or LAN.
6:
The creation of simulation models is usually the only means of predicting and evaluating the performance of high speed networks, since mathematical models of such networks are not yet feasible [ 141. Simulation is an excellent way of investigating and understanding the behavior of the network architecture under test, as well as an efficient methodology for observing the effects of network parameter changes on overall performance.
In this section we investigate simulation models for TCP/IP end hosts over satellite environments and we use measurements to validate our simulation results. The sim- 
Simulation of TCP over satellite networks
6.1: Simulation model primitives and parameters
The core of the simulation models developed is the TCP primitive module. We used the TCP primitive module developed by researchers at the University of Kansas, as described in [14] , which is based on the 4.3 BSD Reno version of TCP and supports the functions covered in Section 2. In our simulation models, the network (IP) and physical (SONET) layers are not included. The impact of these layers is captured by accounting for their information overhead. Also, due to the long run-time of the ATM segmentation and reassemble process in the simulated satellite environment, an ATM model was not used in the simulation models of scenarios 1 and 2. In these models, we are actually simulating TCP over the satellite path and it is to be shown that the measurements obtained by experiments using TCP/IP on ATWSONET networks over satellites can validate the simulation results of TCP over satellite models. In the simulation model of scenario 3, where congestion with many cell losses and TCP retransmissions is present, the ATM module is required for more accurate results. The simulation system parameters used in our models are shown in Table 2 and explained in [5, 141. 
6.2: Simulation Results
Simulation of scenario l,OC-3 satellite connectivity
The block diagram of the model simulating scenario 1 is shown in Figure 6 and the results are shown in Table  3 . The data flows from end host wiley (KU) to end host mckinley (GSFC). The whole path through the satellite is bidirectional to allow ACKs from the receiver to the transmitter. The switches, High Data Rate Terminal (HDRT), and ACTS blocks are modeled by a FIFO (First In First Out) queue and a server. The link propagation delay is represented by the Link blocks (OC-3 or OC-12) and the OC-3 or OC-12 service times are included in the output port of every TCP end host and switch. The total path round trip delay through all the blocks is 534 ms, which is the round trip delay found in the real scenarios. The switch buffer sizes were set to a large value, since there is no congestion and thus their values are irrelevant to performance. The error blocks in the downlink paths of ACTS are random switches from the BONeS library and allow data to pass through with a certain probability (passed as a parameter). This parameter was calculated by equation (2) towards the specified receiver passed as a parameter to the error downlink satellite path,
e the same as in the simulawith the only differences be-M cells instead of TCP pack- 
7: Conclusions
In this paper we studied the performance of TCP/IP end hosts on ATM networks over high speed satellite links. We also compared throughput obtained from experimental scenarios over the local ATM network, over the AAI WAN, and over ACTS. We did the same using simulation and validated the simulation results with the experimental measurements.
The basic results of our study indicate:
In geosynchronous earth orbit (GEO) satellite systems, performance is affected by the inherent latency due to the speed of light impairment and the distance of the satellite from the earth's surface, as well as the probability of bit errors on the satellite links. Since we are running TCP over ATM, different enhancements to TCP [ 11, 191 , can achieve high throughput over satellite links.
0 Throughput results for TCP/IP hosts on ATWSONET networks over LANs, WANs and satellite environments with very low BER and high speed channels (like ACTS) are similar to each other independent of the large differences in path latencies they exhibit. Of course this is achievable if TCP supports the necessary extensions, with the most important being the extension of scaling window sizes beyond 64 kB. Even if we assume that the communication channels are ideal, the throughput will be lower than the theoretical values because of the TCP slow-start algorithm.
0 In cases where noisy high speed satellite links are established, throughput obtained by TCP Reno end systems will be degraded, because of retransmissions and the fact that bandwidth will be wasted while the source tries to reach the receiver's advertised window size using the fast recovery or congestion avoidance algorithms. A possible solution to this that might increase the performance obtained by TCP over noisy satellite links is to modify TCP to handle retransmissions in a more efficient way. Simulation studies [l, 81, have shown that the implementation of a selective acknowledgment When traffic sources are competing for the same link and no traffic shaping is used, throughput drops dramatically. In this case, cells are dropped due to overflowed switch buffers and thus TCP retransmissions occur. This is much worse in the satellite environment, since TCP Reno will decrease the window size when multiple segment drops occur within one window, and fast recovery will not be fast enough due to the time needed for the sender to ramp up and reach the receiver's window size.
Traffic shaping at the user layer will help to achieve higher peak values of throughput compared with unregulated transmissions from the traffic sources under congestion conditions.
Using experimental measurements we validated the simulation models.
Further performance experiments must be carried out to obtain a better understanding of the OC-12 connectivity through ACTS. New TCP implementations must be applied in order to investigate how efficiently they can handle retransmissions caused by congestion or segment losses on noisy high speed satellite channels.
